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Scena 300 
SCENA 300/500 is a theatre light available with a Fresnel or PC lens. Manufactured with 
aluminium edged profiles and a frontal protection grille. Focal range from 10° to 64°, 
giving precise movement on a double track. GY9.5 lamp holder for 300/500w lamps. 
 
Documents 
- Scena 300 Instruction Manual (194 Kb, pdf) 
- Scena 300 Specification Sheet (5.62 Mb, pdf) 
- Scena 300/500 High-Res Image (547 Kb, jpg) 

 
 
 
Scena 650 
SCENA 650 is a theatre light available with a Fresnel or PC lens. Manufactured with 
aluminium edged profiles and a frontal protection grille. Focal range from 10° to 64°, 
giving precise movement on a double track. Easy lens access for dismantling and 
cleaning the spherical polished aluminium reflector. GY16 lamp holder for 650/1000w 
lamps. 
 
Documents 
- Scena 650 Instruction Manual (195 Kb, pdf) 
- Scena 650 Specification Sheet (5.62 Mb, pdf) 
- Scena 650/1000 High-Res Image (558 Kb, jpg) 

 

 
 
Scena 2000 
SCENA 200 is a theatre light available with a 200mm Fresnel or PC lens. Manufactured 
with aluminum edged profiles and a frontal protection grille. Focal range from 9 ° to 50 °, 
giving a precise movement on a double track. 
 
Easy lens access for dismantling and cleaning the spherical polished aluminium reflector. 
GY16 lamp holder for 2000w lamps. 
 
Documents 
- Scena 2000 High-Res Image (495 Kb, jpg) 
- Scena 2000 Instruction Manual (210 Kb, pdf) 
- Scena 2000 Specification Sheet (5.62 Mb, pdf) 

 

 
 
Profilo 1000 
PROFILO 1000 is a zoom spot for 500–1000w lamps and has a rotating 
internal system with four shutters to give high-precision shaping of light 
beams. 
 
Focal train comprises 2 x spherical glass reflectors, optical condenser, and 
a zoom range of 18° to 36°. An iris and a gobo holder for size A/B gobos 
is available. GY 9.5–GX9.5 lamp holders for 500/650–1000w lamps. 
 

Documents 
- Profilo 1000 High-Res Image (452 Kb, jpg) 
- Profilo 1000 Specification Sheet (5.62 Mb, pdf) 

 
 


